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Abstract
This paper will present a project, which was first initated in 1994 as a graduate students seminar and is now
being continued as a research project in a cooperation of computer scientists, architects and archaeologists. An
ancient roman city (Colonia Ulpia Traiana near todays Xanten in Germany) has been reconstructed, using
various levels of abstraction. On the coarsest level, a 3D-model of the whole city was established, distinguishing
between different historical periods of the city. The second level picks places of special interest (temples, the
forum, the amphitheater, the town- baths etc.) and reconstructs these buildings or groups of buildings. On the
finest level important interior parts or functional details like the Hypocaustae in the town-baths are modelled.
All reconstructions are oriented as elose as possible to results pom excavations or other available documents.
All levels of the 3D-model have been visualized using photorealistic images and sequences of video animations.
The 3D model is integrated into a multimedia environment, augmenting the visualization elements with plans of
the city and individual buildings and with text documents. It is intended, that parts of the outlined system will be
available at the site of the ancient city, where today a large public archaeological park is located.
Introduction
Museums are in many aspects a very suitable field of application for multimedia techniques. This contribution
will focus on public information systems, which can be used as multimedia guides on CD-ROM or in a
communication network as well as in the museum itself. There are alreadya couple of examples available in
internet, e.g. a guide through the National Air and Space Museum in Washington D.C. (NASM 1995) with many
image and text documents or through the Museum of History of Science, Florence (Berni and Guidi 1995).
Applications in the museum itself range from orientation guides (’Where can I find which department, which
exhibit ?’) to multimedia informations at individual objects. Significant advantages over standard information
charts and audio tapes arise especially, if visualization of dynamic processes (e.g. function or manufacturing of
technical exhibits) support the visitors understanding. Moreover, an interested user can be supplied with nearly
arbitrarily much information on details or on background. Using the opportunity to individually select
information, a visitor can thus play a much more active role in a multimedia supported exhibition than in
classical concepts, where he is usually restricted to pure passive examination. The most attractive field of
application of multimedia systems in museums may yet be all those areas, where objects being otherwise
invisible can be shown. An example for this application, a prototype of a multimedia archaeological museum, is
presented in this paper.
In a graduate students seminar with the title ’Seeing the invisible – reconstruction of an antique city by CAD’ 16
students of the Department of Architecture and Civil Engineering at the University of Dortmund created, in
cooperation with computer scientists and archaeologists, a huge 3D model of the ancient roman city ’Colonia
Ulpia Traiana’ near todays Xanten in Germany. A prototype for this seminar was Koobs pioneering
reconstruction of the Cathedral of Cluny (Koob 1993). The primary goal of the seminar was to teach students in
3D-CAD modelling and visualization. They were challenged by the required modelling of very complex
geometric objects and were, on the other hand, given enough freedom to use and to develop individual
knowledge (and intuition) about classical culture and buildings. In examining processes of construction, students
had to study thoroughly principles and techniques of anchient master builders. Thus, the use of CAD contributed

much more to the architectural education of the students than only to the development of technical skills.
Our CAD model uses different levels of abstraction. On the coarsest level, a model of the whole city was
established, giving the frame for the second level, where places of special interest (several temples, the
amphitheater, the town-baths etc.) were elaborated. On the third level, important interior parts or functional
details were modelled. All reconstructions were orientated as close as possible to results of excavations or to
other available historical documents.
The integration of the CAD-model in a multimedia document and an example session of a ’tour’ through the
document will be outlined in the next sections.
System design and implementation
The implemented ’multimedia museum’ (Rank 1995) is based on the 3D CAD-model, having been created using
a commercially available CAAD-system (Nemetschek 1994) with powerful solid modelling capabilities.
Within this system, a large number of photorealistic images, using standard shading or ray-tracing techniques,
was created and stored as gif- or jpeg-files. It was also possible to create video-sequences of selected parts of the
model and to store these clips as mpeg-files. Images and videos are integrated in a multimedia system, using
html- version2-standard and public domain tools for browsing and visualisation. The overall structure of the
document is, according to the structure of the underlying CAD-model hierachical, with some additional
horizontal links between particular parts of the document.
We consider it especially important to design the structure of a multimedia document very carefully, so that a
user of the document is able to understand this structure quickly and intuitively. For our application it is very
natural to use images of the model as basic ordering elements, applying the concept of ’clickable maps’ to select
information on the next level of hierarchy. Considering for example the ’root’-level of the document, a birds eye
view of the city is presented, and the user can select information on different buildings, clicking on these objects
in the images.
Moreover, a unique box with available documents (floor plans, index, videos) is available on every layer of the
document, preventing the user from ’getting lost’ in the large amount of informations.
Examples
Since its opening in 1977 more than 4.5 million people have visited the Archaeological Park Xanten. The
ancient monument Colonia Ulpia Traiana is open to scientific investigation, but in particular is presented to the
public. Methods and results of archaeological research are displayed at the spot where history took place (from
Rieche 1994). The design of the multimedia guide, being aligned to the general goals of the APX, is intended to
serve as well as a first introduction to the Park and also as a system to provide background information. Both
ways of use start entering the system in a page shown in Figure 1, being composed of first textual information
and a perspective view of the city.

Fig. 1 - Clickable image of the whole Roman city
Selecting e.g. the amphitheater or the town-baths in the clickable map leads to branches with images and
additional text information partially shown in figures 2 and 3.

Fig. 2 - Amphitheater with image of costruction details

Fig. 3 - The town-baths with technical informations about the Hypocaustae

Discussing the branch assoziated to the capitoline temple it will be shown that a multimedia system based on a
3D CAD-model can easily provide a lot of additional information, being only implicitly related to the spacial
model. The entrance point into this object is again a photorealistic image of the temple providing options to
select more images in details (Figure 4). Also available is a floor plan (Figure 5) together with a scanned picture
of the (very small) part of the fully excavated site (Figure 6). This part is marked in the floor plan (shaded area)
and thus gives the user a very immediate idea of the size of the whole site of this temple. Other details are shown
in Figure 7, where, derived from the 3D-model, construction parts of the front side and of the columns are
plotted and explained in more detail. This image is used again as a clickable map to obtain perspective views of
constitutional elements like a part of the roof construction with capitals, shown in Figure 8 as CAD-model and
as a 1:1 reconstruction.

Fig. 4 - Capitoline temple, 3D-CAD reconstructions: It is possible to make a walk into the building

Fig. 5 - The capitoline temple: Floor plan with shaded excavated area

Fig. 6 - The capitoline temple: Photo of excavation

Fig. 7 - Construction details of the capitoline temple

Fig. 8 - A detail of the CAD-model (left) and Photo of a 1:1 reconstruction (right)
Conclusions and future work
Based on a huge 3D CAD-model a prototype for a multimedia system to be used as a guide through an
archaeological site has been outlined. The system offers opportunities to retrieve information, which go far
beyond the possibilities of classical media. Up to now, the system is composed of text, high resolution
photorealistic images, plans, photographs and sketches.
With the availability of sufficiently powerful hardware it will be possible to allow a user an online animation of
the full 3D-model, giving him the opportunity of a ’virtual walk’ through the ancient city. Additionally, parts of
the model have already been implemented on a ’3D workbench’ (Krueger and Froelich, 1994), presenting the
model with the possibility of online interaction on a ’table’ in stereo view. The most attractive perspective of the
multimedia system is yet a presentation at the site of the ancient city itself, where today a large public
archaeological park is located. The viscinity of ’real’ excavation and ’virtual’ reconstruction will give the visitor
a much better chance to understand the site and the roman culture as a whole than any classical way of
presentation of archaeology.
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